Let tbea function field in n (n > 0) variables over kg, a field having characteristic p =£ 0. An intermediate field s is maximal separable if s/k0 is separable and s is not properly contained in any subfield of k separable over k0. The following result is proved. If n = 1 the set A = {[k : s]\ s maximal separable} is bounded if and only if the algebraic closure k0 of ko in k is separable over k¡y. If n > 1 and A is bounded then k0/k0 is separable. An upper bound for A is obtained for the case n = 1 and k0/k0 separable.
I. Introduction. In 1947 Dieudonné initiated the study of maximal separable intermediate fields [2] . Let k D k0 be fields of characteristic p ¥= 0 with k finitely generated over k0. Let r be the exponent of inseparability of k/k<y, that is, r is the least positive integer such that k0(kp)/k0 is separable. Dieudonné showed that the maximal separable intermediate fields s with the property k c k£ °°(s), which he called distinguished subfields of k/k0, are those of the form kf£kp)(T) where Tp' is a /»-basis for k0(kp)/k0.
He also observed that all such fields have minimal codegree [k : k0]¡ among intermediate fields separable over k0. In 1970 Kraft [5] showed that the distinguished subfields of k/k0 are precisely those intermediate fields i separable over k0 for which [k : s] is minimal. Dieudonné The fields k0(kin)) = {a G k\ for some t > 0, a"' G k0(kp'+")} have an essential role in this paper. Their basic properties are investigated in [3] .
II. Maximal separable fields. Throughout k D k0 are fields of characteristic/? ¥= 0 with k finitely generated over k0. The exponent of inseparability of k/k0 is r. The abbreviation tT.deg.(k/k0) denotes the transcendency degree of k/kQ. We begin with a statement (A) of basic and familiar facts.
(A) If k/k0 is separable then (i) k/k0 is separably generated and (ii) a/»-basis for k/k0 is a separating transcendency basis for k/k0 and conversely.
The definition of a separable extension, namely s/k0 is separable if s and k{¡ are linearly disjoint over k0, implies that if U is a linear basis for s/k0 then Up" is a linear basis for k0(sp")/k0 from which fact one derives the following.
(B) If a"' e k0(kp"+r) \ k0(kp"*"1) then a G k0(k™) \ k0(kn+1) and conversely. We shall also use the following result. Proof. Let a be in fc0(Ä:(?)) \ k0(kp). If a is in k^[kCq+l>) replace a by a + bp" where b G í, \ A:0(jf) for a distinguished subfield s, of &/A:0. Then by statement (B), the fact that bp' G k0(spr) \ k0(sp'*) and noting that k0(sp') = k0{kp') we have £»*' G kQ(k(q))\ k0(k(q+i)). Thus we can assume that a G k0(kíq)) \ Jt0(/V(í+,)) and a G ¿"(À:*). Let * = k0(kp'*")(a). Since a"' G k0(kpr*") \ k^k"""*'), ap' is a separating transcendency basis for k0(kp' *)/&". It follows that s/k0 is separable. Clearly k/s is radical. If s is not maximal separable then, by statement (C), kp n s £ k0(sp). Hence there is an element b in k such that ¿^ G j \ k0(sp). Then {bp} is a/»-basis for s/k0 and s = k0(sp)(bp) c k0(kp) contradicting the fact that a is in s. Thus s is maximal separable and, by construction, s c k^k^\ Proof. Let Ac0 be the algebraic closure of Ac0 in Ac. Let Ac, = Ac0(Ac(,)) where q is chosen large enough so that Ac0(Ac(?)) = k0(kp") and k0(kp,,)/k0 is separable [3, Theorem 9, p. 290]. If a70/Ac0 is inseparable k0 has a nonempty/»-basis T over Ac0. Since k0(kp")/kQ is separably generated k0(kp")/k0 is separable. Separable extensions are /»-independence preserving so T is a/»-independent subset of Ac,/Ac0. Since k0 C A:0(A:(9+'>) = Ac0(Ac<'>) for all t [3, Lemma 4, p. 289] it follows that T c Ac^A:f or all t and we have Acr/Ac^) £ Ac0(Acf ) for all t > 0. By Proposition 2, Ac, contains a maximal separable subfield s over k0 which is in k0(k\,y). By Proposition 3, if i, is a maximal separable subfield of Ac/Ac0 containing s then [Ac : $,] > [Ac : k0]¡p'. This establishes the result in one direction since t can be chosen arbitrarily large.
To show the converse we note that if a70/Ac0 is separable then, for large q, Ac0(Ac(,))/Ac0 = k0(kp")/k0 is separable. Thus, if s is a maximal separable subfield of Ac/Ac0 and [Ac : s] = [Ac : k0]¡pq for q as above then, by Proposition 1,jc kQ(kiq*) and so s = Ac0(Ac(í)). This leads to a contradiction since A?0(Ac/'*) is contained in every distinguished subfield. It follows that [k : s] < [Ac : Acq]^" where n is the least integer,/ such that Ac0(Acw) = Ac0(Ac^) and Ac0(Ac^)/Ac0 is separable.
The following remarks do not require the assumption tr.deg.(Ac/Aco) = 1. If s is a distinguished subfield of Ac/Ac0 then k0(sp") is a distinguished subfield of Ac0(Ac(n)) and, so, iî_k0(k(n))/k0 is separable, k0(sp") c k0(kp") c Ac0(Ac(">) = k0(sp"). Thus, Ac0(Ac(n)) = Ac0(Ac'") = k0(kp") since Ac0 c Ac0(Ac(n)) for all n_[3, Theorem 5, p. 289]. Thus Ac0(Ac(n))/Ac0 is separable for some n if and only if Ac0/Ac0 is separable, and if k0(kw)/k0 is separable then k0(kin)) = k0(kp"). (iii) {[Ac : s]\s a maximal separable subfield of k/k0) is bounded. If one of the three conditions holds and s is a maximal separable subfield of k/k0 then [Ac : s] < [k : k0]¡p" where n is the least integer such that Ac0(Ac(n))/A;0 is separable.
The following result holds for arbitrary transcendence degree > 0. Proof.1 Let {*,, . . ., x,} be a transcendency basis for a distinguished subfield of Ac/Ac0. Replace Ac0 with kx = k0{xv . . ., *,_,}. We assume / > 1 having the result for / = 1. If Ac0/Ac0 is inseparable then Ac,/Ac, is inseparable and {[Ac : s]\s is a maximal separable subfield of Ac/Ac,} is unbounded by Theorem 1. It remains to show that if j is a maximal separable subfield of Ac/ Ac, it is a maximal separable subfield of Ac/Ac0. By [4, Proposition 2.4] we have kp n s C Ac,^) or kp n s c k^) n kp = Aco(jc,, . . . , x/_,)(í1') n kp. Since {x" . . ., .*,_,} is a/»-independent subset of Ac/Ac0 it follows that kp c\ s c k0(xp, . . ., xf_x)(sp) c k0(sp). Hence, by statement (C), s is a maximal separable subfield of Ac/Ac0.
